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Abstract
Purpose – Building on the three-factor theory, this study aims to unravel how the role of hotel attributes such as basic, excitement and performance factors could differ in accordance with different hotel star ratings and distinct customer segments.
Design/methodology/approach – This study explores the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction by extracting 412,784 consumer-generated reviews from TripAdvisor across different cities in China.
Findings – By taking into account the origins of customers and hotel star ratings, the study uncovers that guests’ expectations of hotel performance differ with respect to their origins (domestic and international guests) and the star ratings of the hotels being reviewed, thereby moderating the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction.
Research limitations/implications – The study compares and contrasts the determinants of customer satisfaction for domestic and international guests in the context of Chinese hotels. Care should still be exercised when generalizing the insights gleaned from this study to other contexts.
Practical implications – The findings from this study translate into actionable guidelines for hotel operators to make informed decisions regarding service improvement.
Originality/value – The study extends previous work by offering a deeper understanding of the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction. Specifically, this study provides a deep understanding of the different hotel attributes such as basic, performance and excitement factors in explaining customer satisfaction among different hotel customer segments. Findings from this study can not only inform hotel operators on the significance of various hotel attributes in determining customer satisfaction but also guide the formulation of business strategies to retain customers by inducing delight and not frustration.
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1. Introduction
It is natural for hotel operators to invest a tremendous amount of resources in satisfying their customers. As customer satisfaction constitutes a critical barometer for assessing hotel performance, an in-depth appreciation of the factors contributing to both satisfied and dissatisfied customers is paramount to hotel management. On one hand, very satisfied (or delighted) customers are more likely to return and recommend a hotel. Delighted customers exhibit behavioral patterns that are distinct from moderately satisfied customers. On the other hand, very dissatisfied (or frustrated) customers are likely to spread negative word of mouth that not only tarnishes the image and reputation of the targeted hotel but also decreases hotel revenue by deterring potential customers. Indeed, it has been documented that one negative review from an unhappy customer can translate into the subsequent loss of 30 customers (Olsen, 2010).

The above phenomena highlight the urgency for modern hospitality industries to strive for customer delight while averting customer frustration. Yet, it should not come as a surprise that hotel operators have to pursue separate business strategies to attain the two business objectives. Past studies have demonstrated that the determinants of customer delight are distinguishable from those that cause customer frustration (Albayrak and Caber, 2013; Alegre and Garau, 2011; Füller and Matzler, 2008). For instance, while hotel guests may be indifferent to having a clean towel, they are likely to be irritated by the presence of a dirty towel. Conversely, an offering of welcome chocolate in the room may delight customers, even though customers are unlikely to be unhappy in the absence of such services. Conceivably, hotel attributes could exert asymmetric impact on customer satisfaction: whereas customers can be highly satisfied with a hotel attribute, they can be equally dissatisfied with another hotel attribute (Albayrak and Caber, 2015). In other words, the relationships between hotel attributes and customer satisfaction could be asymmetric. Specifically, one unit of positive performance of a hotel attribute could have a much greater impact on customer satisfaction than a corresponding unit of negative performance, and similarly negative performance of a hotel attribute could outweigh the effect of its positive performance on customer satisfaction.

The three-factor theory holds that product/service attributes exert asymmetric effects on overall customer satisfaction. According to the three-factor theory (Kano et al., 1984), hotel attributes can be categorized into basic, performance and excitement factors, where basic and excitement factors denote dissatisfiers and satisfiers, respectively, and performance factors induce satisfaction and dissatisfaction in a linear and symmetric fashion.

Although prior research has hinted at asymmetric relationships between product/service attributes and overall customer satisfaction, their symmetric relationships continue to be a prime focus of extant literature on customer satisfaction (Möhlmann, 2015; Yang et al., 2018). Despite alluding to the symmetric relationships between product/service attributes and customer satisfaction, past studies have largely ignored the importance of those attributes that unilaterally lead to customer dissatisfaction or satisfaction. Additionally, even as a handful of studies that have attested to the existence of asymmetric relationships between product/service attributes and overall customer satisfaction in hospitality industry, there has been little research that systematically categorizes hotel attributes in accordance with the three-factor theory (Albayrak and Caber, 2013; Alegre and Garau, 2011; Füller and Matzler, 2008). Consequently, there is a dearth of research that explores the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on overall customer satisfaction in the hospitality sector, especially those attributes corresponding to:

- basic factors, the absence of which culminates in dissatisfaction;
- excitement factors, the presence of which leads to satisfaction; and
- performance factors, which exert a symmetric and linear influence on satisfaction.
Furthermore, even though domestic guests, as compared to their international counterparts, may develop different expectations on the performance of hotels with different star ratings, little is known as to whether hotel star rating moderates the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction among different customer segments, such as domestic and international guests.

To bridge the abovementioned knowledge gaps, we draw on the three-factor theory to unravel the determinants of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction via data analysis based on a large amount of online hotel reviews. Having been applied in past studies to uncover determinants of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction across diverse contexts, the three-factor theory offers a solid theoretical framework for comprehending customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction by taking into account the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customers’ assessment of hotel performance (Albayrak and Caber, 2015; Fuller and Matzler, 2008; Matzler and Renzl, 2007; Mikulic and Prebezac, 2012). Building on the three-factor theory, this study aims to unravel how the role of hotel attributes as basic, excitement and performance factors could differ in accordance with different hotel star ratings and distinct customer segments. Because star rating captures the ranking of hotels based on quality dimensions in the likes of price, facilities and level of service (Cser and Ohuchi, 2008), it is conceivable that customers would expect more from a hotel with high star rating than one with low star rating. Furthermore, we argue that domestic customers may expect different levels of performance in comparison to the international counterparts. By exploring the moderating influence of hotel star ratings and customer segments (domestic and international guests) on satisfaction and dissatisfaction, we endeavor to generate novel insights into the application of the three-factor theory in the context of hospitality industry. To this end, we not only turn to the three-factor theory to unravel determinants of customer satisfaction based on online hotel reviews but also examine whether these determinants vary for domestic versus international guests and for hotels with different star ratings.

To accomplish our research objectives, we extracted a sizeable amount of customer reviews from TripAdvisor to validate the three-factor theory through varying customer segments and hotel star ratings. Our study extends previous work by offering a deeper understanding of the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction. Findings from this study can not only inform hotel operators on the significance of various hotel attributes in determining customer satisfaction but also guide the formulation of business strategies to retain customers by inducing delight and not frustration.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review extant literature on the asymmetric effects of factors governing customer satisfaction and on customer satisfaction in the hospitality sector. Section 3 describes our methodology before presenting the results from our data analysis. Section 4 concludes with a discussion on the implications of our empirical findings for both theory and practice.

2. Theoretical foundation
Customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction is a dominant research stream within extant literature and has attracted scholarly attention across multiple disciplines. Although there is no general consensus on the definition for customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, but consistent with the expectation disconfirmation theory (Oliver, 1977, 1980), we conceive customer satisfaction as originating from the comparison between a priori expectations and a posteriori perceived performance of a product or service (Oliver, 1977, 1980). If perceived performance is greater than expectations, positive disconfirmation and satisfaction will manifest. In contrast, the lower-than-expected performance of a product or service will
culminate in negative disconfirmation and dissatisfaction. Confirmation or positive disconfirmation thus culminates in satisfaction, whereas negative disconfirmation leads to dissatisfaction. In this sense, both satisfaction and dissatisfaction can be characterized by the direction and degree of disparity between customer expectations and perceived performance of a product or service (Anderson, 1973). Such conceptions also resonate with past studies that deem satisfaction and dissatisfaction to be two sides of the same coin; satisfaction can be regarded as the opposite of dissatisfaction and vice versa (Herzberg, 1959; Ou and Sia, 2010). In other words, we adhere to Herzberg’s (1959) theorization of dissatisfaction as that of low satisfaction.

Yet, prior research has alleged to the asymmetric impacts of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction on consumer behavior, despite their being two ends of a spectrum. As contended by Chen et al. (2014), it is imperative to consider both satisfaction and dissatisfaction when investigating consumer behavior (e.g., loyalty) because dissatisfaction is qualitatively distinct from satisfaction. Likewise, Ou and Sia (2010) have advocated for the simultaneous inclusion of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction when researching online consumer behavior because of the latter’s complexity. In line with the prospect theory (PT) (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), dissatisfaction might exert a stronger negative impact on consumer behavior than that of degraded satisfaction. Insofar as dissatisfaction is distinguishable from satisfaction in driving consumer behavior, ignoring its existence might positively skew the findings of empirical studies.

Beyond the behavioral consequences of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, past studies have stated that customer satisfaction is determined by different factors associated with service quality (Oh, 1999; Parasuraman et al., 1988), and some scholars have also attested to asymmetric relationships between customer satisfaction and its determinants by classifying these determinants into discrete categories based on their asymmetric effects on customer satisfaction (Matzler et al., 2004). Among these studies, a dominant theory being applied is the three-factor theory of customer satisfaction (Füller and Matzler, 2008; Matzler and Renzl, 2007).

2.1 Three-factor theory
The three-factor theory can be construed as an extension of two-factor theory of job satisfaction developed by Herzberg et al. (1959) and Matzler and Renzl (2007). The two-factor theory presumes that a set of factors (motivators) produce job satisfaction in the workplace, whereas a separate set of factors (hygiene factors) bring about dissatisfaction. This model of job satisfaction was subsequently adapted to investigate customer satisfaction (Maddox, 1981; Zhang and Von Dran, 2000), thereafter drawing attention to the asymmetric effects imposed by determinants of customer satisfaction. Indeed, PT has lent additional support to the existence of asymmetric relationships between customer satisfaction and its determinants (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). According to PT, customers are loss-averse; they are more sensitive to and give greater weight to losses than gains (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Consequently, a negative performance on an attribute may exert a stronger influence on overall satisfaction than a positive performance on the same attribute (Mittal et al., 1998). For instance, a hotel customer may not be delighted by the availability of a wake-up service but may feel dissatisfied if the service is unavailable.

Consistent with PT, the three-factor theory of customer satisfaction posits that the relationships between overall satisfaction and its determinants may not be symmetric in nature. However, the three-factor theory can be differentiated from the two-factor theory in one key aspect: it classifies the determinants of customer satisfaction into the three categories of basic, performance and excitement factors, namely:
• **Basic factors:** Basic factors (dissatisfiers) engender dissatisfaction when absent, but do not lead to satisfaction when present. Customers consider basic factors as the minimum requirements, prerequisites or qualifiers of a service. Meeting customer expectations on basic factors avoids dissatisfaction. Therefore, a low rating on basic factors has a stronger influence on satisfaction than a high rating, implying an asymmetric relationship.

• **Excitement factors:** Excitement factors (satisfiers) delight customers by inducing customer satisfaction when present, but do not provoke dissatisfaction when absent. Thus, a high rating on excitement factors has a stronger effect on customer satisfaction than a low rating.

• **Performance factors:** Performance factors (hybrids) have a symmetric and linear influence on customer satisfaction. Specifically, a high performance on performance factors leads to satisfaction whereas a low performance brings about dissatisfaction.

Within extant literature, there is an abundance of evidence alluding to asymmetric relationships between product/service attributes and customer satisfaction, such as in the context of hotel services (Albayrak, 2019; Davras and Caber, 2019; Oh, 2003), sun and sand destinations (Alegre and Garau, 2011), ski resorts (Fueller and Matzler, 2008), daily tour service (Albayrak, 2018) and automotive industry (Matzler et al., 2004). In the same vein, a handful of studies have used the three-factor theory to investigate customer satisfaction within hospitality industry. Applying the three-factor theory to comprehend customer satisfaction with travel destinations, Albayrak and Caber (2013) discovered information availability to be a basic factor; health and hygiene, accommodation and shopping to be performance factors; and local transportation to be an excitement factor. In a separate study conducted on the hospitality sector, Albayrak and Caber (2015) revealed that animation, child amenities, cleanliness, food and beverage, personnel, pool and room decoration constitute basic factors, whereas beach access in conjunction with the technical capabilities of hotel rooms are performance factors. Similarly, Matzler et al. (2006) reported that reception, friendliness and service and hotel room are basic factors; wellness area is a performance factor; and hotel restaurant and breakfast are excitement factors. Lai and Hitchcock (2016, 2017) have asserted that the categorization of hotel attributes into basic, excitement and performance factors is dependent on hotel characteristics (e.g. boutique, resort and luxury hotels) and customers’ previous accommodation experience (e.g. new, repeat and frequent travelers). More recently, Albayrak (2019) found that hotel staff, food and beverage quality, cleanliness of the hotel, outdoor swimming pool, wellness and spa services, children facilities, room technique, timely service and beach are basic factors, whereas hotel ambience is an excitement factor and design of rooms is a performance factor.

Table A1 summarizes related work that testifies to the existence of asymmetric relationships between product/service attributes and overall customer satisfaction in the hospitality sector.

The literature shows that the three-factor theory is an appropriate theory to examine the asymmetric impact of service/product attributes on overall customer satisfaction, and it has also been applied in research in different research contexts (Albayrak and Caber, 2015; Alegre and Garau, 2011; Albayrak, 2018). Thus, the three-factor theory was used as the theoretical framework in this study to examine the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction.

### 2.2 Deciphering customer satisfaction in the hospitality sector

There are numerous studies that attest to hotel attributes as determinants of customer satisfaction. According to Parasuraman et al. (1988), customer satisfaction is determined by
the performance of different service attributes. In the literature, hotel attributes have been classified into different sub-categories to correspond to various aspects of hotel service (Rhee and Yang, 2015a). To date, prior research has largely derived the range and importance of hotel attributes from surveying customers about their accommodation experiences. Through surveying hotel guests, Qu et al. (2000) advanced six attribute categories covering 33 different hotel services. Choi and Chu (2001) identified seven hotel attributes of customer satisfaction based on survey data collected among international customers to Hong Kong. In their study, staff service quality, room quality and value were found to be the most influential factors delighting customers. Kim and Perdue (2013) suggested to consider the effect of cognitive (brand name, price and service and food quality), affective (entertaining and comfortable feeling) and sensory attributes (overall atmosphere and room quality) on hotel choice. In the research by Hua et al. (2009), service quality was found to be core to the customers in budget hotel market in China.

Prior research has shown that the determinants of customer satisfaction with hotels can be identified through the analysis of online hotel reviews in comparison with a pre-designed questionnaire survey (Jang et al., 2018; Mellinas et al., 2019; Padma and Ahn, 2020; Tian et al., 2016). Li et al. (2013) investigated customer satisfaction in the Chinese hotel industry with online reviews and found that food and beverage management, transportation convenience, value for money and convenience to tourist destinations are important factors considering their importance in determining customer satisfaction; whereas bed, reception services and room size and decoration are also important factors that customers pay attention to, but they are less satisfied with these hotel attributes. Based on online reviews of 149 hotels in Chicago, Jang et al. (2018) have identified 30 most important hotel attributes via text mining, and staff have been found to be the most important attribute with a positive effect on user satisfaction at all the times, and other attributes exert consistent positive/negative effects with small change of their importance in explaining customer satisfaction. Kim et al. (2016) identified and compared satisfiers and dissatisfiers of full-service and limited-service hotels via content analysis of online hotel reviews on the hotels in New York City and found that staff and their attitude are the most critical factors.

In an attempt to consolidate extant literature on determinants of customer satisfaction in the hospitality sector, Rhee and Yang (2015b) conducted a comprehensive review of past studies and put forth six hotel attribute categories, namely, location, cleanliness, rooms, sleep quality, service and value. Rhee and Yang (2015a) maintained that it might be pragmatic to concentrate on a few focal hotel attributes rather than to overwhelm hotel operators with wide-ranging prescriptions on a multiplicity of attributes. For the same reason, five hotel attributes were selected to explore customers’ satisfaction with hospitality services in this study, namely, cleanliness, location, room, service and value. The choice of these five hotel attributes is grounded in both prior research on customer satisfaction and actual practice in the hospitality industry. According to Schuckert et al. (2015), the five hotel attributes capture customers’ core considerations when assessing hospitality services. Furthermore, the five hotel attributes also conform to actual practice in that they are synonymous with key dimensions on which hospitality services are being assessed on TripAdvisor, the online review platform where we extracted our data.

Apart from hotel attributes, past studies have also alluded to the impact of culture on customer satisfaction in both offline and online environments. Indeed, prior research has revealed that cultural differences, in the form of geographical location, has a discernible impact on customer satisfaction (Tse and Ho, 2009; Ngai et al., 2007; Rhee and Yang, 2015b). Prior literature have also alluded to the effect of hotel star rating on customer satisfaction (Guo et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014). For instance, Guo et al. (2016) found
differences of the most important dimensions of customer satisfaction pertinent to hotels with different star ratings. Thus, in this study, we take both the domestic and international origins of hotel guests and hotel star ratings into consideration in investigating customer satisfaction with hotels. Specifically, reviews written in English are set as international guests and reviews written in Chinese as domestic guests. In line with past studies (Rhee and Yang, 2015b; Yuksel, 2004), we assume that domestic and international guests have separate cultural backgrounds, which may affect their evaluation on the attributes of hotels with different star ratings.

To the best of our knowledge, there is a paucity of studies that shed light on the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customers’ accommodation experience. Additionally, no previous study has leveraged on data analytics based on online hotel reviews to validate the three-factor theory of customer satisfaction. Furthermore, while prior research has hinted that the star rating of a hotel may alter customers’ perception of its attributes (Griffin et al., 1997), an in-depth appreciation of the potential moderating influence of hotel star rating on the asymmetric impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction is lacking within extant literature. To this end, we extracted a considerable number of consumer-generated reviews from TripAdvisor to explore the asymmetric effects of five key hotel attributes – cleanliness, location, room, service and value – on customer satisfaction with their service experience. In so doing, this study contributes to extant literature by:

- applying the three-factor theory to disentangle the asymmetric impact of determinants of customer satisfaction within the hospitality sector via data analytics based on online hotel reviews; and
- exploring the moderating influence of hotel star ratings and customer segments (domestic versus international guests) on those determinants.

3. Methodology
In this study, we embrace a positivist approach by validating the three-factor theory by analyzing online hotel reviews generated by consumers. In recent years, we have witnessed the increasing popularity of consumer-generated reviews in hospitality industry. Consumer-generated reviews have also been touted to be an indispensable data source for research into customer satisfaction because they are objective and do not succumb to sampling biases that typically accompany traditional survey questionnaires (Schuckert et al., 2015).

3.1 Sampling and data collection
Empirical data for this study was extracted from TripAdvisor. TripAdvisor is one of the largest online review sites providing travel-related services in the world. TripAdvisor provides an online rating system for hotel guests to assess the performance of hotel attributes and their overall satisfaction. TripAdvisor data has also been applied in extant research on hospitality in the literature. Following previous research, we applied TripAdvisor data in this study as TripAdvisor provides good data source for this study, such as customer reviews on hotels in different languages from customers in the world. For the purpose of this study, data containing customer reviews and descriptive details of hotels was hence extracted from TripAdvisor. A small program was developed based on hypertext preprocessor language to capture data from the site. We extracted 412,784 consumer-generated reviews from TripAdvisor, ending September 20, 2014, for hotels in five major Chinese cities: Sanya ($N = 30,307$), Beijing ($N = 150,616$), Guangzhou ($N = 55,600$), Shanghai ($N = 127,673$) and Hangzhou ($N = 48,588$). For each review, hotel guests supplied a
numerical rating according to their overall satisfaction and also for each of five focal hotel attributes (i.e. cleanliness, location, room, service and value). These ratings were elicited from hotel guests on the basis of a five-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (terrible) to 5 (excellent). Hotel guests also specified the type of travel, including business trip (N = 165,652), couple’s trip (N = 26,283), family trip (N = 16,984), leisure trip (N = 132,527), solo trip (N = 9,788) and missing value (N = 61,550). We also gathered descriptive details for each hotel being reviewed, including its star rating and the city in which the hotel is located.

Among the reviews in our sample, 93.37 per cent (N = 383,639) of them are written in either Chinese or English. Compared to the large number of reviews written in Chinese and English, reviews written in other languages are fewer than 10,000. After excluding reviews written in other languages, we divided the remaining reviews in our sample into two groups by detecting whether a review is written in Chinese (N = 287,550) or in English (N = 96,089).

The remaining 383,639 consumer-generated reviews in our data set cover 10,093 hotels in the five cities. As shown in Table A2, there are more reviews for non-star and five-star hotels. About 30 per cent of reviews are for non-star hotels, which account for nearly 70 per cent of all hotels, whereas 30 per cent of reviews are for five-star hotels even though these five-star hotels only account for 3.5 per cent of all hotels. The concentration of reviews on five-star hotels might be because of the reason that customers are encouraged by the hotels to write reviews based on their accommodation experience.

The average rating of overall satisfaction with the hotels shows that customers are most satisfied with 5-star hotels, followed by 4-4.5 stars hotels, non-star hotels, 2-2.5 stars hotels, 3-3.5 stars hotels and 1-star hotels. Customers are more satisfied with non-star hotels compared to 1 to 3-3.5 stars hotels. This emphasizes the importance of taking hotel star ratings into consideration when examining the determinants of overall customer satisfaction with hotels.

Because non-star hotels have not been graded on the ranking system prevalent in the hospitality sector, which rates hotels based on their facilities, price and service levels (Cser and Ohuchi, 2008), there could be huge variations among them. We thus decided to eliminate non-star hotels from our sample. Likewise, 1-star hotels were excluded from data analysis because of the small number of 1-star hotels (20 hotels) and reviews (148 reviews) in the sample. Our eventual sample consists of 175,577 Chinese reviews and 91,789 English reviews for data analysis. The sample is then split into four sub-samples for data analysis according to the four categories of hotel star ratings (i.e. 2-2.5, 3-3.5, 4-0.5 and 5).

3.2 Data analysis

We adopted the MySQL and the textcat package in R software to detect the language being used in consumer-generated reviews (Hornik et al., 2013), after which the statistical software of R was used for data analysis to inspect the asymmetric effects of focal hotel attributes on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Regression analysis with dummy variables has been extensively applied in prior research to test asymmetric relationships across diverse contexts (Alegre and Garau, 2011; Füller and Matzler, 2008; Matzler and Renzl, 2007; Oh, 2003). Consistent with extant literature, a set of dummy variables was generated for the current study. Specifically, a rating of 1 or 2 is coded as low performance, a rating 3 or 4 as average performance and a rating of 5 as high performance (Alegre and Garau, 2011). Accordingly, the dummy variables are formulated as low performance (0, 1), high performance (1, 0) and average performance (0, 0). Fixed-effect dummy variable regression was performed to detect asymmetric effects by controlling for discrepancies in city, types of travel and year of rating. The formula for data analysis is given below:
Overall Rating = $\beta_0 + \beta_1$ (high cleanliness rating) + $\beta_2$ (low cleanliness rating) + $\beta_3$ (high value rating) + $\beta_4$ (low value rating) + $\beta_5$ (high room rating) + $\beta_6$ (low room rating) + $\beta_7$ (high service rating) + $\beta_8$ (low service rating) + $\beta_9$ (high location rating) + $\beta_{10}$ (low location rating) + city + (type of travel) + year + $\epsilon$

An unstandardized coefficient was used to detect asymmetric effects in the regression based on the recommendation of Mikulic and Prebezac (2012). Furthermore, because of the usage of a large amount of data, we subscribed to a conservative approach in defining performance factors by comparing the 95 per cent confidence interval (95 per cent CI) of each regression coefficient. The 95 per cent CI indicates “the range of values that encompass the population or ‘true’ value” with a given probability of 95 per cent (Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007, p. 593). Consequently, when the values of the 95 per cent CIs of the high satisfaction level and the low satisfaction level of a hotel attribute overlap, we classify the attribute as a performance factor. Conversely, when no overlap exists between the 95 per cent CIs of the two different levels of an attribute, we regard the related coefficients as being truly detached.

3.3 Analytical results
Regression results indicate significant effects of both high and low performance levels of each hotel attribute on customers’ overall satisfaction – independent of hotel star rating (Tables A3 and A4). Domestic and international guests differ somewhat with regard to the impact of satisfiers and dissatisfiers, even though a majority of hotel attributes are found to be basic factors across both domestic and international guests. With the exception of cleanliness being a performance factor for hotels with 3-3.5 stars for domestic guests, the five focal hotel attributes constitute basic factors for hotels with 3-5 stars for both domestic and international guests. For hotels with 2-2.5 stars, we uncovered location to be a performance factor, whereas cleanliness, room, service and value constitute basic factors for domestic guests. Conversely, for international guests, room and service act as performance factors whereas cleanliness and value are basic factors and location is an excitement factor.

As depicted in Figure A1, hotel star rating moderates the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customers’ overall satisfaction. The ensuing research framework exhibits good explanatory power between 61.5 per cent and 67.1 per cent for domestic guests and between 73.4 per cent and 79.5 per cent for international guests.

4. Discussion and conclusions
4.1 Conclusions
Undoubtedly, guests possess expectations when staying at hotels and are eager to optimize their accommodation experience. The five focal hotel attributes, as espoused in this study, not only aid customers in assessing their accommodation experience but also help in distinguishing the relative importance of each attribute in driving customer satisfaction.

Through our empirical study, we discovered that most hotel attributes act as basic factors, the absence of which leads to customer dissatisfaction. All five focal hotel attributes constitute basic factors for hotels with 4-4.5 and 5 stars for both domestic and international guests. Findings indicate that cleanliness, location, room, service and value should be conceived as essential attributes for luxury hotels (e.g. 4-5 stars hotels) to reduce dissatisfaction among both domestic and international guests. The findings are partly
consistent with the prior research work of Padma and Ahn (2020) and Zhou et al. (2014). Based on content analysis of online hotel reviews, Padma and Ahn (2020) found that guests of luxury hotels have specific expectations related to room, cleanliness and service. Zhou et al. (2014) noted that room (such as room size), cleanliness, location (such as close to attraction and accessibility with public transportation) and value (such as room price) are dissatisfiers for customers of luxury hotels (such as 4-5 stars hotels). Such an observation can be attributed to several reasons. As 4-5 stars hotels tend to be more expensive, their guests are bound to have high expectations of the performance of the five focal hotel attributes. If the performance of the five hotel attributes of 4-5 stars hotels falls short of their expectations, both domestic and international guests will be dissatisfied. But at the same time, enhanced performance of the five hotel attributes for 4-5 stars hotels are unlikely to delight domestic and international guests because of their high expectations.

For mid-range hotels (e.g. 3-3.5 stars hotels), the five hotel attributes constitute basic factors for international guests, whereas for domestic guests, location, room, service and value are basic factors, while cleanliness is a performance factor. Our observation of cleanliness as a performance factor for domestic guests might be because of the reason that hotels with higher star ratings (e.g. 4-5 stars hotels) are more competent in maintaining cleanliness as opposed to those with lower star rating (1-3.5 stars hotels). Therefore, even though domestic guests do pay attention to the cleanliness of their accommodations, they possess more reasonable expectations for mid-range hotels such that if the cleanliness of such hotels matches their expectations, they are likely to be satisfied and vice versa.

For economic hotels (e.g. 2-2.5 stars hotels), location is a performance factor whereas cleanliness, room, service and value are basic factors for domestic guests. Conversely, for international guests, room and service are performance factors whereas cleanliness and value are basic factors and location is an excitement factor. Cost savings is paramount for both domestic and international guests who stay at economic hotels. Thus, location is a vital consideration for these customers because they could save from walking rather than taking public transportation. For domestic guests, an economic hotel situated in a good location will satisfy them, whereas a bad location will dissatisfy them. As noted by Ren et al. (2016), location is an important factor determining Chinese customers’ satisfaction with budget hotels in China. This might be because domestic guests expect economic hotels to be situated in convenient locations. As for international guests, economic hotels situated in good locations will delight them even though a bad location will not invoke their dissatisfaction. The reason might be that international guests would not mind the bad location of an economic hotel if they have already taken it into consideration in the initial booking. Moreover, because of the lack of dining and entertainment facilities in economic hotels, improved room quality will delight international guests as they need a comfortable room for resting. Because the service quality of economic hotels in China cannot be guaranteed, our findings suggest that international guests will be satisfied if the service quality matches their expectations and dissatisfied otherwise.

Our findings underline the role of cleanliness, location, room, service and value for reducing customer dissatisfaction. For domestic customers, we found cleanliness to be a basic factor except for hotels with 3-3.5 stars hotels. This observation departs from past studies that allude to cleanliness as having the role of both basic and performance factors. While the work of Albayrak and Caber (2015) categorized cleanliness as a basic factor in determining customer satisfaction based on survey data, Ryan and Huimin (2007) regarded cleanliness as a performance factor based on the survey responses from Chinese hotel customers. Our finding on service as a basic factor aligns with the work of Albayrak and Caber (2015) and Deng et al. (2008) with probably the only distinction being that service was
also found to be a performance factor for international guests staying in economic hotels. Our finding on value as a basic factor of customer satisfaction contradicts the work of Ramanathan and Ramanathan (2011) who equated value with being an excitement factor. In our study, room is a basic factor for both domestic and international guests, except for hotels with 2-2.5 stars for international customers. This is consistent with the work of Albayrak and Caber (2015), Matzler et al. (2006) and Ramanathan and Ramanathan (2011), who classified room as a basic factor. Interestingly, our study illuminates that location can assume the role of basic, performance and excitement factors across distinct customer segments and for hotels with different star ratings. In a way, our findings reinforce the work of Albayrak and Caber (2013) and Fuller and Matzler (2008) in that the role of cleanliness, location, room and service as basic, performance and excitement factors differ for both domestic and international guests.

As for the factors that delight domestic guests, room quality appears to be the most salient followed by service and value. This finding corroborates the work of Rhee and Yang (2015a), in which they attested to room attribute as being vital to domestic guests, especially with respect to the comfort of the hotel room. Similarly, a good location has a relatively weak effect in delighting guests. But at the same time, location and value have weak impact on guests of luxury hotels with 4-5 stars. Guests of 5-star hotels are less likely to be delighted by cleanliness and service quality when compared to those staying in 2-3.5 stars hotels.

Furthermore, a low performance in room or service quality exerts a strong effect in frustrating guests that is independent of hotel star ratings. Additionally, guests of luxury hotels with 4-5 stars are more adversely affected by low-quality service than guests staying at economic and mid-range hotels with 2-3.5 stars. This impact is especially pronounced for domestic guests staying in 5-star hotels than for those staying in hotels with 4-4.5 stars. For domestic guests staying in 2-2.5 stars hotels, the quality of the room appears to be a stronger dissatisfier than service. Table A3 shows the opposite to hold true. The findings indicate that improving room quality is the most effective way in preventing dissatisfaction among domestic guests staying in 2-2.5 stars hotels. This is followed by the second most critical attribute of service. Improving service quality is crucial for 4-5 stars hotels. Failing to deliver room and service quality negatively influences the experience of domestic customers.

Our results revealed hotel service to be the most prominent factor delighting international guests followed by room and value. This finding is consistent with prior research of Liu et al. (2017). They compared customer satisfaction with hotels by studying online hotel reviews and found that international hotel guests place greater emphasis on hotel services related to room quality, while the opposite holds true for domestic guests (Liu et al., 2017). For hotels with 2-5 stars, there is an increase in the effect of low-quality service on the dissatisfaction of international guests. Room and service quality constitute performance factors for 2-2.5 stars hotels, pointing to a linear impact of these two hotel attributes on customer satisfaction. Our findings further show that for international customers, economic hotels with bad locations and room quality will lead to dissatisfaction whereas a good location and room quality will delight them. Finally, the poor value of a hotel room often induces dissatisfaction among international guests more than that of a low-quality room.

Magnini et al. (2011) noted that customer satisfaction can be influenced by the origins of the customers or the nature of travel, such as domestic or international hotel guests. Ryan and Huimin (2007) have also stated that customer satisfaction with hotels is affected by hotel star rating. Our findings on the basic, performance and excitement factors for customer satisfaction among domestic and international hotel guests provide further
evidence on the impacts of hotel star ratings and cultural origins of customers (such as domestic and international guests) on customer satisfaction with hotels.

4.2 Implications for theory

This study contributes to extant literature on four fronts. First, our empirical findings suggest that guests either possess *a priori* expectations or impose prerequisites on the performance of the five focal hotel attributes and that a majority of these attributes constitute basic factors in driving customer satisfaction. But at the same time, there are a couple of hotel attributes that function as performance or excitement factors for economic and mid-range hotels for certain customer segments. Adhering to the three-factor theory, findings in this study illustrate that the drivers of customer satisfaction — basic, performance and excitement factors — differ across customer segments for hotels with differentiated star ratings. In this sense, this study lends credence to the three-factor theory as a solid theoretical framework for elucidating the asymmetric impacts of product/service attributes on overall customer satisfaction. In addition, we also extend the three-factor theory by demonstrating that basic, performance and excitement factors do not stay invariant and can change their roles depending on customer segments and hotel star ratings. That is, an excitement factor (e.g. location) for an international guest staying in an economic hotel can be a performance factor for domestic guests staying in the same hotel or a basic factor for guests staying in luxury hotels.

Second, this study is among the first to test the three-factor theory in explaining customer satisfaction based on a large amount of online hotel reviews. It is expected that our usage of the large amounts of online hotel review data in data analytics can offer greater precision in pinpointing the asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction with a high degree of external validity. By quantifying the asymmetric impact of cleanliness, location, room, service and value on customer satisfaction, we obtained insightful findings. In contrast to the work of Alpayrak and Caber (2015), who categorized the five hotel attributes as basic factors, we discovered that this only holds true for mid-range and luxury hotels. For economic hotels, certain hotel attributes could become performance (e.g. location, room, and service) or excitement factors (e.g. location) for distinct customer segments (e.g. domestic versus international guests). Through harnessing the large amount of online hotel review data, our findings enrich extant literature on customer satisfaction by building on the three-factor theory to take into consideration determinants of customer satisfaction that vary across customer segments and hotel star ratings.

Third, by delineating between domestic and international guests, we realized that hotel guests value the performance of hotel attributes differently. Domestic guests tend to emphasize room over service quality, whereas international guests treasure the opposite. Variations between domestic and international guests thus highlight the necessity of differentiating them in future studies to yield a more holistic picture of customer satisfaction.

Finally, by analyzing customer ratings alongside hotel star ratings, we witnessed that the effects of high versus low performance of hotel attributes differ across hotels with different star ratings. Findings point to the importance of taking hotel star ratings into account in future research to avoid biasing the results.

4.3 Implications for practice

Findings from this study translate into actionable guidelines for hotel operators to make informed decisions regarding service improvement. As revealed in this study, hotel guests, in general, possess *a priori* expectations of the performance of focal hotel attributes. If the performance of these hotel attributes does not match customers’ expectations relative to the
star rating of a targeted hotel, dissatisfaction will result. Given the stronger impact of low-performance in comparison to high-performance, we argue that hotel guests can only be delighted when the performance of focal hotel attributes meets the basic expectations of the guests. In other words, satisfying customers' basic expectations is a necessary but insufficient condition for achieving customer satisfaction. Consequently, hotel operators should fulfill the basic requirements for hotel attributes to meet the basic expectations of customers and reduce their dissatisfaction. Furthermore, hotels should be competitive on the performance factors of hotel attributes to increase customer satisfaction and excel on the excitement factors of hotel attributes so as to delight customers. Hotel operators should be cautious when making decisions on delighting customers, as an excitement factor might become a basic factor when customers get acclimatized to being delighted and that positive experiences, which were once a surprise, become mundane (Rust and Oliver, 2000). In other words, improvements in hotel management and investments in hotel facilities may raise guests' expectation of hotel performance such that excitement factors might be downgraded to be basic factors of customer satisfaction.

Furthermore, hotel operators should draw on different attributes when serving domestic versus international guests, as customer satisfaction on a given hotel is influenced by the origins of customers (such as domestic and international customer). For domestic guests, room quality, followed by service quality and value are the key motivators. For international guests, service quality is the most influential motivator followed by room and value. The major factors for dissatisfiers are room and service quality as well as value for domestic guests. As for international guests, cleanliness as well as room, service and value are principal dissatisfiers. In other words, it is imperative to offer high-quality service to both domestic and international guests even though international guests value service quality much more than domestic guests. Nevertheless, in terms of basic requirements, international guests have higher expectations of cleanliness but place less emphasis on room quality, whereas domestic guests possess greater anticipation of room quality with less emphasis on cleanliness. Taken together, these findings yield invaluable insights for hotel operators that target niche market segments. For instance, investments in room renovation are necessary to reduce the dissatisfaction of domestic guests whereas maintaining high standards of cleanliness reduces the dissatisfaction of international guests. Hotel operators should hence pursue separate strategies to enhance satisfaction and reduce dissatisfaction across customer segments.

Last but not least, operators of hotels with different star ratings should tailor their business strategies to fulfill the varying expectations of customers. For instance, 5-star hotels face higher expectations of service quality even though their guests have lower expectations of value and are therefore, less sensitive to price. International guests are less affected by location and room quality when lodging at 3-star hotels as compared to their 5-star counterparts. Nonetheless, operators should foresee a steep increase in expectations of service quality from 3- to 5-star hotels for both domestic and international guests. For operators of economic hotels (e.g. 2-2.5 stars hotels), location is everything, as it can induce satisfaction for both domestic and international guests while minimizing the dissatisfaction of domestic guests.

### 4.4 Limitations and future research

This study has several limitations. First, we compare and contrast the determinants of customer satisfaction for domestic and international guests in the context of Chinese hotels. Though we are confident of the validity of our analytical results, care should still be exercised when generalizing the insights gleaned from this study to other contexts. Second, the study only touches on five focal hotel attributes. For this reason, we cannot claim that the five hotel attributes are exhaustive. Future research can reflect on other hotel attributes
for which asymmetric effects could exist. Third, in this study, we only scrutinize how the roles of basic, performance and excitement factors differ between domestic and international guests staying in hotels with different star ratings, thereby leaving guest groups from a specific country unexplored. In addition, this study uses overall hotel rating as a proxy for customer satisfaction. It is hence necessary to investigate variations among customer segments having the most common languages on social network sites associated with travel and tourism services (e.g. French, German, Japanese, Russian and Spanish) as well as with the actual review texts via applying other data analysis methods like sentiment analysis. Fourth, Rust and Oliver (2000) stated that customers may become accustomed to being positively surprised and will begin to treat excitement factors that once delight them as normal occurrences. Likewise, Fuller and Matzler (2008) called for further research into how long an excitement factor could continue to delight hotel guests. A longitudinal study should thus be conducted to investigate the temporal impact of basic, performance and excitement factors on customer satisfaction. Fifth, this study only applied the data from TripAdvisor until 2014. Future study can consider using recent data and data from different platforms to investigate the impact of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction. Finally, this study does not differentiate between hotel guests according to their demographic characteristics (e.g. gender, age and education). This may serve as an avenue for future research to determine whether moderating influences exist based on the demographic composition of hotel guests.
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### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Empirical findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Albayrak (2019)          | Hotel                 | Survey [N = 4,596] | Three-factor theory          | Basic factor: hotel staff, food and beverage quality, cleanliness of the hotel, outdoor swimming pool, wellness and spa services, children facilities, room technique, timely service and beach  
                           |                       |                            | Exciting factor: hotel ambience                                                                                     |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Performance factor: design of rooms                                                                                                                                       |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Discrepancy among market segments: shopping is a performance factor for the German participants, but a basic factor for the Russian and British participants |
                           |                       |                            | Exciting factor: local transportation  
                           |                       |                            | Performance factor: health and hygiene, accommodation and shopping                                                |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Discrepancy among market segments: shopping is a performance factor for the German participants, but a basic factor for the Russian and British participants |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Asymmetric impact-performance analysis (AIPA)-based on three-factor theory is a more efficient analysis technique than importance-performance analysis (IPA). |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Basic factor: animation, child amenities, cleanliness, food and beverage, personnel, pool and room decoration  
                           |                       |                            | Performance factor: beach access and technical capabilities of hotel rooms                                      |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Discrepancy among market segments: shopping is a performance factor for the German participants, but a basic factor for the Russian and British participants |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Basic factor: animation, child amenities, cleanliness, food and beverage, personnel, pool and room decoration  
                           |                       |                            | Performance factor: beach access and technical capabilities of hotel rooms                                      |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Discrepancy among market segments: shopping is a performance factor for the German participants, but a basic factor for the Russian and British participants |
| Alegre and Garau (2011)  | Sun and sand destination | Survey [N = 1,786] | Three-factor theory          | Basic factor: easy access to info/easy holiday to arrange, accommodation scenery, cleanliness and hygiene, safety, tranquility, and prices in line with budgets  
                           |                       |                            | Performance factor: nightlife, climate, cultural activities, local life style and local cuisine and beaches |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Excitement factor: familiar destination, interesting towns/cities, historic sites, getting to know other tourists and doing sports                                   |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Basic factor: weather, customer service, quality of the coral, quality of meals, cost of the trip and comfort of the trip  
                           |                       |                            | Excitement factor: quality of the equipment, quantity of fish, diversity of the marine life, visibility of the water, comfort of the boat, interactions with passengers, quality of the entertainment, knowledgeable crew, the destination of the trip, quality of the information and availability of souvenirs |
| Coghlan (2012)           | Travel destination (reef) | Survey [N = 369] | Importance performance analysis | Basic factor: weather, customer service, quality of the coral, quality of meals, cost of the trip and comfort of the trip  
                           |                       |                            | Excitement factor: quality of the equipment, quantity of fish, diversity of the marine life, visibility of the water, comfort of the boat, interactions with passengers, quality of the entertainment, knowledgeable crew, the destination of the trip, quality of the information and availability of souvenirs |
|                         |                       |               |                               | Performance factor: trip length, and length of time at the reef                                                      |

Table AI.
Review of extant literature on asymmetric relationships between product/service attributes and overall customer satisfaction.

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Empirical findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deng (2007)</td>
<td>Hot spring tourism</td>
<td>Survey [N = 371]</td>
<td>Three-factor theory</td>
<td>Basic factor: responsibility&lt;br&gt;Excitement factor: empathy and assurance&lt;br&gt;Performance factor: tangible and reliability&lt;br&gt;Basic factor: facilities, location, provision of services as promised, customer service, perform service right the first time, readiness and prompt reply to customers, staff's courtesy and friendliness, easy to get staff's attention and help, individual attention for customer, safe environment and equipment, having customers' best interests at heart and understanding the specific needs of customers&lt;br&gt;Performance factor: appealing physical facilities, cleanliness of facilities, reasonable price, availability of adequate fire and first aid facilities and instructions, willingness to help customers and personal warm care.&lt;br&gt;Excitement factor: convenient hotel location, and being able to deal with customers' request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deng et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>Survey [N = 412]</td>
<td>Three-factor theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuchs and Weiermair (2004)</td>
<td>Travel destination</td>
<td>Survey [N = 2,571]</td>
<td>Three-factor theory</td>
<td>Basic factor: booking and reservation, landscape, nostalgic atmosphere, hiking trails, possibilities to relax, customs and traditions, traffic management and management of waiting queues&lt;br&gt;Performance factor: resort information, service adaptability for tourists' families, hospitality of local people and friendliness of tourism employees&lt;br&gt;Excitement factor: mobility within destination, modernity of the destination, animation, nightlife, all-inclusive cards, access to the internet and tourism services after departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller and Matzler (2008)</td>
<td>Ski resort</td>
<td>Survey [N = 6,172]</td>
<td>Three-factor theory</td>
<td>Basic factor: information, price quality ratio, slopes, accessibility and well-being&lt;br&gt;Excitement factor: party and kids offerings&lt;br&gt;Roles of the basic, performance and excitement factors differ between different groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matzler et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>Survey [N = 1,555]</td>
<td>Three-factor theory</td>
<td>Basic factor: friendliness and service, reception and room&lt;br&gt;Performance factor: wellness&lt;br&gt;Excitement factor: restaurant and breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramanathan and Ramanathan (2011)</td>
<td>Hotel Online customer ratings [N = 24,544]</td>
<td>Importance performance analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfier: value for money&lt;br&gt;Dissatisfier: customer service, room quality and quality of food&lt;br&gt;Performance factor: cleanliness and family friendliness&lt;br&gt;For leisure guests and the guests of chain hotels, value for money is a dissatisfier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table AI. Customer satisfaction with hotels
Table AII.
Number of hotels with Chinese and English reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star rating</th>
<th>No. of hotels</th>
<th>Percentage (out of all hotels) (%)</th>
<th>Amount of reviews</th>
<th>Average rating of overall satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>69.35</td>
<td>116,124</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2.5</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>34,765</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3.5</td>
<td>1,128</td>
<td>11.17</td>
<td>42,935</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4.5</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>84,800</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>3.5166</td>
<td>104,042</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table AIII.
Results of fixed effect dummy variable regression for domestic guests while controlling for discrepancies in city, types of travel and year of rating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star rating (Adj. ( R^2 ))</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>High satisfaction</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Low satisfaction</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Ratio (impact low/impact high)</th>
<th>Factor category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-2.5 stars (67.1%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.256***</td>
<td>[0.216, 0.296]</td>
<td>0.402***</td>
<td>[−0.474, −0.329]</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.141***</td>
<td>[0.112, 0.170]</td>
<td>0.186***</td>
<td>[−0.248, −0.124]</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.471***</td>
<td>[0.430, 0.512]</td>
<td>0.761***</td>
<td>[−0.834, −0.688]</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.247***</td>
<td>[0.209, 0.285]</td>
<td>0.608***</td>
<td>[−0.669, −0.546]</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.277***</td>
<td>[0.244, 0.309]</td>
<td>0.483***</td>
<td>[−0.546, −0.419]</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3.5 stars (66.2%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.241***</td>
<td>[0.204, 0.277]</td>
<td>0.255***</td>
<td>[−0.396, −0.254]</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.123***</td>
<td>[0.096, 0.149]</td>
<td>0.213***</td>
<td>[−0.268, −0.157]</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.481***</td>
<td>[0.443, 0.519]</td>
<td>0.724***</td>
<td>[−0.796, −0.653]</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.270***</td>
<td>[0.234, 0.305]</td>
<td>0.711***</td>
<td>[−0.765, −0.657]</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.229***</td>
<td>[0.197, 0.260]</td>
<td>0.521***</td>
<td>[−0.578, −0.462]</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4.5 stars (63.7%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.227***</td>
<td>[0.204, 0.249]</td>
<td>0.374***</td>
<td>[−0.436, −0.311]</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.117***</td>
<td>[0.100, 0.134]</td>
<td>0.255***</td>
<td>[−0.301, −0.209]</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.473***</td>
<td>[0.450, 0.495]</td>
<td>0.751***</td>
<td>[−0.813, −0.689]</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.231***</td>
<td>[0.209, 0.252]</td>
<td>0.773***</td>
<td>[−0.816, −0.729]</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.193***</td>
<td>[0.173, 0.214]</td>
<td>0.513***</td>
<td>[−0.558, −0.468]</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 stars (61.5%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.204***</td>
<td>[0.186, 0.222]</td>
<td>0.398***</td>
<td>[−0.472, −0.323]</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.105***</td>
<td>[0.069, 0.119]</td>
<td>0.247***</td>
<td>[−0.293, −0.201]</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.490***</td>
<td>[0.472, 0.507]</td>
<td>0.656***</td>
<td>[−0.732, −0.578]</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.227***</td>
<td>[0.210, 0.243]</td>
<td>0.910***</td>
<td>[−0.954, −0.865]</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.132***</td>
<td>[0.115, 0.148]</td>
<td>0.514***</td>
<td>[−0.555, −0.472]</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p < 0.001
**Table AIV.**

Results of fixed effect dummy variable regression for international guests while controlling for discrepancies in city, types of travel and year of rating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star rating (Adj. $R^2$)</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>High satisfaction</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Low satisfaction</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Ratio (impact low/impact high)</th>
<th>Factor category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-2.5 stars (79.5%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.235***</td>
<td>[0.129, 0.341]</td>
<td>0.521***</td>
<td>[−0.644, −0.399]</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.170***</td>
<td>[0.063, 0.245]</td>
<td>0.132n.s.</td>
<td>[−0.268, 0.003]</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>Excitement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.401***</td>
<td>[0.289, 0.521]</td>
<td>0.495***</td>
<td>[−0.629, −0.358]</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.406***</td>
<td>[0.298, 0.515]</td>
<td>0.541***</td>
<td>[−0.645, −0.436]</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.322***</td>
<td>[0.237, 0.407]</td>
<td>0.785***</td>
<td>[−0.915, −0.655]</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3.5 stars (76.7%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.254***</td>
<td>[0.215, 0.294]</td>
<td>0.452***</td>
<td>[−0.505, −0.389]</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.132***</td>
<td>[0.102, 0.162]</td>
<td>0.286***</td>
<td>[−0.337, −0.239]</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.370***</td>
<td>[0.327, 0.412]</td>
<td>0.555***</td>
<td>[−0.612, −0.499]</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.372***</td>
<td>[0.333, 0.411]</td>
<td>0.633***</td>
<td>[−0.678, −0.587]</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.310***</td>
<td>[0.275, 0.344]</td>
<td>0.581***</td>
<td>[−0.637, −0.524]</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4.5 stars (74.6%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.237***</td>
<td>[0.218, 0.256]</td>
<td>0.392***</td>
<td>[−0.428, −0.355]</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.116***</td>
<td>[0.101, 0.131]</td>
<td>0.312***</td>
<td>[−0.341, −0.282]</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.353***</td>
<td>[0.334, 0.372]</td>
<td>0.446***</td>
<td>[−0.482, −0.410]</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.391***</td>
<td>[0.373, 0.409]</td>
<td>0.812***</td>
<td>[−0.840, −0.784]</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.234***</td>
<td>[0.216, 0.251]</td>
<td>0.674***</td>
<td>[−0.707, −0.641]</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 stars (73.4%)</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>0.245***</td>
<td>[0.229, 0.261]</td>
<td>0.380***</td>
<td>[−0.415, −0.340]</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.089***</td>
<td>[0.082, 0.107]</td>
<td>0.300***</td>
<td>[−0.331, −0.270]</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0.334***</td>
<td>[0.319, 0.350]</td>
<td>0.521***</td>
<td>[−0.557, −0.485]</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.429***</td>
<td>[0.414, 0.444]</td>
<td>0.855***</td>
<td>[−0.882, −0.829]</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.176***</td>
<td>[0.162, 0.189]</td>
<td>0.685***</td>
<td>[−0.723, −0.666]</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***p < 0.001; n.s.: not significant
Figure A1.
Visualizing the moderating influence of hotel star rating on asymmetric effects of hotel attributes on customer satisfaction

Note: 1 For each attribute, round dots indicate the absolute value of the coefficients of low satisfaction, triangle dots indicate the coefficients of high satisfaction; green and purple regions highlight the 95% CIs of low versus high satisfaction levels; values 1-5 on X-axis represent 0-1, 2-2.5, 3-3.5, 4-4.5 and 5 star hotels, respectively; the figure is developed via the use of the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009) in R. 2. DG: domestic guests; IG: international guests
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